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Executive Summary
Identification is a major topic in Internet of Things (IoT). Beside identification of the things itself, many
other entities have to be identified in IoT solutions. In this paper we discuss the various identification
needs with related use cases and requirements. Furthermore we look at identifier standards, their applicability for the different identifier needs and discuss identifier allocation, registration, resolution, security, privacy and interoperability.
The starting point for this deliverable was a survey that was conducted in spring 2017 within the IoT
standardization and research community. This survey is a significant input to this deliverable, along with
several research and standardisation documents related to IoT identities. Due to the large application
area for IoT and the wide landscape of standardization activities, research work, technologies and already existing IoT platforms and solutions the paper can only provide a general overview. It does not
claim to cover the whole space of IoT use cases, requirements and standards for identifiers.
The document provides a high level discussion on the above topics. It provides a structured approach by
classification of identifier usage and a categorization of requirements. In general no single identification
scheme fits all needs. Furthermore many identification are already standardized and in use. It therefore
does not define or recommend specific solutions and standards, but provides examples and summaries
in order to indicate what has to be taken into account when considering identifiers in IoT. This also includes different topics related to interoperability of identifiers. Furthermore security and privacy are
raised as important topics for identifiers and appropriate threat and risk analysis have to be performed
and relevant regulatory and legal framework have to be taken into account.
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1. Introduction
Identification plays an important role for the Internet of Things (IoT). First discussions in AIOTI focused
around the use of communication identifiers like IP addresses and mobile phone numbers in IoT. This
was triggered by similar discussions in the Body of European Regulators for Electronic Communications
(BEREC) [1]. However identification has a much wider scope and is relevant for many applications and
entities in IoT. Beside identification for communication means this includes identification of the things,
but also for example of services, users, data and locations. Various identification schemes already exist,
have been standardized, and are deployed in the market.
To address the wider scope of identifiers in IoT, the AIOTI Working Group 03 (WG03) IoT Identifier task
force was set up. The task force objectives are to provide a thorough analysis of the identification needs
and related standardization for IoT, specifically:
-

to evaluate identification needs for IoT and related requirements;
and to describe existing identification standards and ongoing standardization work and elaborate their applicability for IoT.
This public deliverable is the first outcome of the work of the task force.

1.1 Identifiers in IoT
In any system of interacting components, identification of these components is needed in order to ensure the correct composition and operation of the system. This applies to all lifecycle phases of a system from development to assembly, commissioning, operations, maintenance and even end of life. Especially in case of flexible and dynamic interactions between system components identification plays an
important role.
Identifiers are used to provide identification. In general an identifier is a pattern to uniquely identify a
single entity (instance identifier) or a class of entities (i.e. type identifier) within a specific context.
Definition: An identifier is a pattern to uniquely identify a single entity (instance identifier) or a
class of entities (i.e. type identifier) within a specific context.
Depending on the application and user need various types of identifiers are used.
IoT is about interaction between things and users by electronic means. Both things and user have to be
identified in order to establish such interaction. Various other entities are involved in the interaction
and are part of an IoT system and identification is also relevant for them. Figure 1 shows the different
entities with the related identifiers in the IoT Domain Model of the AIOTI WG03 High Level Architecture
[2]. The different types of identifiers are described in detail in Chapter 3.
Various identification schemes already exist, are standardized and deployed. This document
- evaluates IoT identification needs;
- classifies the different identification schemes;
- evaluates and categorises related requirements;
- provides examples of identifier standards and elaborates their applicability for IoT;
- discusses allocation, registration resolution of identifiers;
- considers security and privacy issues;
- and discusses interoperability of identifiers.
This is done from a high level viewpoint. The document does not define or recommend specific solutions
and standards, but provides examples and summaries in order to indicate what has to be taken into account for identifiers in IoT.
It should be noted that the document does not cover identity and identity management issues. An identifier is usually part of the identity of an entity, but many other topics are relevant for identities and are
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not discussed in the document. Specific coding technologies for identifiers like printed numbers, bar
codes or Radio Frequency Identification (RFID) are also not evaluated in the document.
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Figure 1 - IoT Identifiers in the Domain Model of the AIOTI High Level Architecture [2]

1.2 IoT Identifier Survey
In order to evaluate identification needs for IoT, related requirements and existing standards and standardization activities a survey was performed in March and April 2017.
The survey asked questions about IoT use cases that use identifiers, the specific purpose of the identifiers, related requirements, standards and standardization gaps. The detailed questions are listed in Annex I.
It was sent to over eighty standardization bodies, industry alliances, research projects and individual
companies around the world. Eighty-two responses were received including AIOTI WG03 internal feedback.
The survey, together with other input like the EU-China Joint White Paper on the Internet of Things
Identification [3], was used to make an initial classification of identifier usage in IoT which resulted in
the classification scheme as defined in Chapter 3. Furthermore the collected requirements have been
categorized in a set of generic categories as defined in Chapter 4 and the input on relevant standards
contributed to the standardization examples in Chapter 5.

2. IoT Use Cases of Interest
AIOTI WG01 published a report that summarizes the IoT use cases of interest to AIOTI [4]. This report is
relevant to this discussion on identifiers, because requirements for and types of identifiers are mainly
derived from such use cases. The listed use cases in the report [4] are categorized and structured similarly to the vertical AIOTI WGs (WG05-13). The following list summarizes these use cases, and also contains additional use cases taken from the survey responses and not covered by the WG01 report [4].
•

Smart living environment for ageing well (WG05): IoT use for smart homes and smart living environments to support for example people in need of care, elderly or disabled people, also lead-
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•
•

•

•

•
•

•
•
•
•

ing to reduced costs for care systems and better quality of life. The WG05 report [5] provides
more details.
Smart Farming and Food Security (WG06): IoT use cases that allow monitoring and control of
plant and animal product life cycles and management and control of the production assets for
example farm equipment. See the WG06 report [6] for details.
Wearables (WG07) and Healthcare, Wellness: IoT use cases that integrate key technologies
(e.g. nano-electronics, organic electronics, sensing, actuating, communication, low power computing, visualisation and embedded software) into intelligent systems to bring new functionalities into clothes, other fabrics, patches, watches and other body-mounted devices. This includes
healthcare, well-being, safety, security and infotainment applications. See the WG07 report [7]
for details.
Smart Cities (WG08): IoT use cases for municipalities to enhance city performance, safety and
well being of its inhabitants, to reduce costs and resource consumption, and to engage more effectively and actively with citizens. Key smart city sectors include government, transport, energy, healthcare, lighting, water, waste and other city related sectors. See the WG08 report [8] for
details.
Smart Mobility (WG09): IoT use cases that allow for increased mobility, more efficient traffic
management, a dynamic road infrastructure, automated road tolling, usage based insurance and
improved policy making through the analysis of road usage data. Smart vehicles include autonomous and connected cars. See the WG09 report [9] for details.
Environment and Smart Water Management (WG10): IoT use cases that improve water management efficiency by controlling environmental implications such as surface water retention,
or flooding.
Smart Manufacturing (WG11): IoT use cases that bring together information, technology and
human knowledge to achieve a rapid revolution in the development and application of manufacturing intelligence, for Industry 4.0 and the Factory of the Future. See the WG11 report [10]
for details.
Smart Energy and Smart Grid (WG12): IoT use cases that enable the performance optimisation
of energy asset portfolios (renewables plants, grid substations, control rooms, prosumer demand responsive loads and electric vehicle charging infrastructures).
Smart Buildings and Architecture (WG13): IoT use cases deployed in public and commercial
buildings to improve life by addressing, for example, comfort, light, temperature, air quality, water, nourishment, fitness, and energy usage.
Smart Home: IoT use cases for private homes to control and automate heating, lightning, smart
appliances, security devices, multimedia equipment, metres, etc., in order to improve comfort,
security and living in general.
Smart Logistics: IoT use cases for management and control of supply chains, device location
tracking, store, restaurant or hospital inventory management and logistics and similar activities.

3. Classification of Identifiers
Identifiers are used for different purposes in IoT applications. Most prominent is the thing identifier
which identifies the things, the entities of interest of an IoT application. Other relevant entities that are
identified are applications and services, users, data, communication endpoints, protocols and locations.
These classes are defined in more detailed in the following sections.

3.1 Thing Identifier
Thing identifiers identify the entity of interest of the IoT application. This can be for example any physical object (e.g. machines, properties, humans, animals, plants) or digital data (e.g. files, data sets,
metadata); basically anything that one can interact with.
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Examples for usage of Thing Identifiers:
Predictive Maintenance
A company provides predictive maintenance services for products (e.g. electrical drives, production machines). The products have built in sensors and communication interfaces. The predictive maintenance
service is running in the cloud. At the customer premises the product is securely connected (e.g. Virtual
Private Network) to the maintenance service using for example the customer’s network or a mobile
network connection. The product has a thing identifier that is stored in its non-volatile memory and is
referenced (logged) by the maintenance service in the cloud.
Asset tracking
A company keeps track of all its assets (large and small, stationery and moveable) by checking regularly
where they are. All assets have a thing identifier which is a barcode or RFID tag with a unique identifier
attached. They are regularly scanned by staff using a hand scanner that communicates with a server.
With each scan status information about the asset can be provided via the scanner user interface.
Provenance and quality control of track & trace information
The following example shows how important it is to clearly define the thing of interest.
A freight and logistics company tags the goods it transports with RFID tags. These tags store the thing
identifier of the good together with potentially other attributes of the good (e.g. manufacturer, date of
manufacture, etc). The location of the good is recorded whenever the tag crosses a reading point. The
tags might be reused at a later time for other goods with a different thing identifier. The tag also stores
an identifier of the tag itself, which is used by the company to check provenance of the information,
control quality of the tags, etc. For this application the tag itself is the thing of interest.
An example of such identifiers that are contained on the same tag but related to different entities are
the Electronic Product Code (EPC) and the Tag Identifier (TID) both defined by GS1 [11]. The EPC identifies the product to which the tag is attached and the TID identifies the tag itself. The EPC changes which
each new product the tag is attached to while the TID stays with the tag during its lifetime.

3.2 Application & Service Identifier
Application and Service identifiers identify software applications and services. This also includes identifiers for methods on how to interact with the application or service (i.e. Application Programming Interfaces, Remote Procedure Calls)

Examples for usage of Application & Service Identifiers:
IoT Platform Services
An IoT platform provides various services like communication, application store, device management,
and device registration. Each service has a unique identifier. Services can be registered in a registry so
that applications can search for services. Services can also be announced to the applications. In a federated platform, where the same service (e.g. registration) might be provided by different (e.g. regional)
software platforms, there might be several unique identifiers for the same type of service.

3.3 Communication Identifier
Communication identifiers identify communication (end) points (e.g. source, destination) and sessions.

Examples for usage of Communication Identifiers:
Low Power Wide Area Networks
Low Power Wide Area Networks (LPWANs), as for example defined by ETSI GS LTN 002 [12], use uniquely assigned communication identifiers to identify end devices in the scope of each network’s communication. Central service centres and end devices communicate data to each other via access points, in
uplink and downlink. End devices are registered and authorized based on their unique communication
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identifiers. When communicating data in uplink, end devices use their unique communication identifier
as source addresses: Each transmitted packet contains the communication identifier as source address
so that processing and forwarding the packet to a central service centre can be validated. For downlink
communication, end devices query the network for existing data, using their communication identifier
as destination address.
Ethernet MAC address
In Ethernet Networks (see IEEE 802.3 [13]) the Media Access Control (MAC) address is an identifier for
communication endpoints at the data link (media access) layer. MAC addresses are usually assigned by
the manufacturer of the Ethernet network interface. The MAC address consists of 48 bits (6 bytes) with
a 3 byte Organizationally Unique Identifier (OUI) which is assigned by the IEEE Registration Authority
and a 3 byte number assigned by the manufacturer.
IP Address
IPv4 (see IETF RFC 791 [14]) and IPv6 addresses (see IETF RFC 4291 [15]) are used in IP networks to identify communication endpoints at the network layer. IPv4 uses 32 bit and IPv6 128 bit addresses. IP addresses can be global/public, local or even link local (for IPv6) unique depending on the specific use case
and network. Furthermore unicast, multicast and broadcast (IPv4 only) addresses are supported. IP addresses are structure based on the IP routing hierarchy and consist of a network prefix and
host/interface identifier which can be of variable length. Globally unique IP address ranges are distributed and registered via the five Regional Internet Registries (RIRs) and subsequently can be further distributed via the Internet Service Provider (ISP) to end user networks. Management of the global pool of
addresses is performed by the Internet Assigned Numbers Authority (IANA under memorandums of understanding with the RIRs who coordinate IP address policy. IANA assigns larger blocks of IP addresses to
the RIRs.
Phone Number
Phone numbers are assigned to a specific subscriber station in a phone network. Both global and local
unique numbers are used based on the specific application. Local numbers are usually extended with an
extension that provides global uniqueness when calling outside the local area. A global phone number
starts with a country code that is defined by ITU-T (see ITU-T E.164 [16]). Regional or provider codes assigned by the telecommunication regulation body of the country can follow.
HTTP Session Token
A communication session is a series of related message exchanges. An example is a web store where a
user puts several articles into its shopping basket and then checks out. The web server has to keep track
of the user thru all these activities. As the HTTP protocol is stateless a dedicated session identifier is
needed in order to do so. The identifier is generated by the server, usually stored as cookie on the client
and a parameter in the HTTP GET and POST request.

3.4 User Identifier
User identifiers identify users of IoT applications and services. Users can be humans, parties (e.g. legal
entities) or software applications that access and interact with the IoT application or service.

Examples for usage of User Identifiers:
Human user
A human logs into an IoT system in order to get some data from or to control the thing of interest. The
human has to identify itself (e.g. username, chip card, fingerprint) to the system. Depending on the security needs an additional authentication is performed. The system checks that the user has the proper
rights to access the thing or services and performs the intended actions. The user’s rights depend on its
(assigned) specific role in the given scenario. Within the IoT system, the user is assigned a specific identifier which is used for all trust/security associations and which might be different from the identifier used
by the human for identification.
All rights reserved, Alliance for Internet of Things Innovation (AIOTI)
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Application access to things
A software application wants to interact with a thing via an IoT system. The application identifies itself
to the system with a unique key. The system checks that the application has the proper rights to access
the thing and performs the intended actions.

3.5 Data Identifier
This class covers both identification of specific data instances and data types (e.g. meta data, properties,
classes).

Examples for usage of Data Identifiers:
Digital Twin
A digital twin is a data set containing the virtual representation of the thing. It is related to the thing
based on the thing identifier. Also the digital twin itself needs an identifier in order to be referable and
accessible from applications and services. Note that a thing may have more than one digital twin and
that they may contain different sets of information.
Time series data set
Sensor data from a thing is provided automatically in (constant) intervals. The data is stored as time series in the IoT platform for further use. Various applications may access these data for example for predictive maintenance, process optimization or forecasts. The data set needs an identifier that allows accessing it from the applications.
Property types
Properties are characteristics of objects like for example weight, dimensions and temperature. Such
properties are standardized for specific application areas. The definition of property data elements includes for example the meaning, value range and format of specific properties. The data elements need
to be uniquely identified in order to provide a reference to them.

3.6 Location Identifier
This class is about Identification of locations within a geographic area (e.g. geospatial coordinates, postal
addresses, room numbers).

Examples for usage of Location Identifiers:
Goods tracking
A company wants to track the delivery of high value goods. A GPS receiver with a cellular network modem is part of the packet in which the goods are transported. The GPS coordinates of the packet are
transmitted in regular intervals to a cloud application which keeps track of the packet.
Real estate maintenance
A facility manager takes care of the maintenance of the Heating, Ventilation, and Air Conditioning
(HVAC) equipment of a large campus. The HVAC equipment reports alarms and a predictive maintenance services is used. In order to guide the maintenance personal to the right location for each device
an identifier for its location in the facility (i.e. building, floor and room number) has to be provided.

3.7 Protocol Identifier
Protocol identifiers inform for example communication protocols about the upper layer protocol they
are transporting or applications about the protocol they have to use in order to establish a specific
communication exchange.
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Examples for usage of Protocol Identifiers:
Ethertype
Various high level protocols can be encapsulated into an Ethernet frame. The Ethertype field in the
Ethernet MAC frame indicates which higher level protocol is transported (see IEEE 802.3 [13]).
IPv6 Next Header
The IPv6 next header field specifies the transport layer protocol that is transported via IP. In case extension headers are used it indicates which extension header follows (see IETF RFC 8200 [17]).
URI Scheme
The scheme field of a Unified Resource Identifier (URI) indicates how the URI should be interpreted (see
IETF RFC 3968 [18]). It often indicates which protocol is used to access the resource identified by the URI
(e.g. http, ftp, nntp).

4. Requirement Categories for Identifiers
The responses to the survey provide a long list of requirements with various levels of details. They show
that most requirements are not limited to a specific identifier class or set of classes.
Due to the diverse nature and various levels of details of the contributed requirements, categories of
requirements are defined and detailed in the following sections. For each requirements category, the
survey feedback is summarized and the view of AIOTI WG03 is provided.

4.1 Uniqueness
From Survey:
Uniqueness of the identifier is mentioned by most responders; however the scope of uniqueness strongly varies. Many ask for global uniqueness while some limit it to local uniqueness or uniqueness within
the customer or vendor domain. One response also asks to disable uniqueness for privacy reasons (see
section 4.2 for privacy requirements).
A specific topic is to ensure uniqueness even if the identifiers are managed by different organizations.

AIOTI WG03 View:
Within the context of the specific application, a unique identifier is needed in order to identify an entity.
We recognize that in case new scenarios go beyond the original context and the existing scheme is not
unique within this wider context, either (1) an identification scheme that supports this larger context
can be used, or (2) the existing identification scheme can be extended with an additional pattern that
ensures uniqueness within the wide scope, or (3) the identification scheme can be mapped to the
scheme of the wider context in a collision free manner (e.g. IPv4 Network Address Translation (NAT)).
See also Chapter 8 on interoperability of identifiers for further information.

4.2 Privacy & Personal Data Protection
From Survey:
Privacy is a topic for use cases that involve humans and personal data. It is related to user identifiers
that directly identify humans, but also to identifiers for entities that can be closely related to humans
and their activities like cars, personal equipment, goods, locations and communication addresses belonging or assigned to a specific human user or equipment in its possession.
In the survey, it is asked for anonymization of identifiers, use of non-unique identifiers, identifiers that
do not have personal data included in the identifier itself, disabling of tracking, access control to identifier information, data aggregation and reduction.
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AIOTI WG03 View:
We recognize that privacy and personal data protection are important topics that have to be taken into
account when using and processing identifiers (privacy by design and privacy by default). Personal data
protection is not only relevant to human identifiers but many other identifiers that are capable of generating personally identifiable information. Hence, all identifiers classified under Chapter 3 of the present document are relevant and fall within the scope of this category. In this respect, it should also be
noted that the European General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) [19] puts strong restrictions on the
processing and storage of such personal data.

4.3 Security
From Survey:
Security requirements are mainly related to the identifier itself, but it is also asked that the data associated with the identifier (i.e. associated with the entity identified by the identifier) is secured. The latter
is not in the scope of the document.
It has to be ensured that the identifier identifies the correct entity and that it is not tampered during its
allocation, transfer and usage. Signing of the identifier is mentioned as one method to achieve that. Duplication and use of the identifier for other entities should be prevented. Verification of the correctness
of the identifier should be possible in online and offline situations.
Authentication of the identifier is requested in order to proof that it belongs to the correct entity. This is
part of identity management and will not be covered in this document.

AIOTI WG03 View:
Although security requirements strongly depend on the specific use cases, we note that security is highly
relevant and in scope with respect to all identifiers classified under Chapter 3 of the present document.
We recognize that the GDPR [19] requires manufacturers and organisations to ensure "state of the art"
security. Hence, as security has become dynamic, a threat and risks analysis should be performed for the
systems and its components to justify the security requirements. This also relates to the security requirements for the identifier. However, the capabilities of the involved entities have to be taken into
account (e.g. constraint devices, entities without processing capabilities).

4.4 Identified Entities
From Survey:
In the survey responses, a very diverse set of entities is mentioned from small items like medical pills to
larger items like machines, vehicles and whole factories and also living things (people, animals, plants).
Identification of sub parts of a larger entity has to be supported. Also non-physical things are mentioned
like data sets, organizations and traffic flows. In general there is no limit on what can be identified.
As different stakeholders or applications may use different identifier schemes, the support of several
identifiers for the same entity might be required (e.g. manufacturer identifier and asset management
identifier of the owner/user).
Identifier schemes should be clearly fit to the specific use case and identified entity (e.g. thing, user, application). For example a network address (communication identifier) should not be used as thing identifier as the network address of a thing may change during its lifetime.

AIOTI WG03 View:
In general, Chapter 3 defines classes of identifiers for the entities that need to be identified in IoT. Some
of these classes have a diverse set of entities (e.g. thing identifiers). We do not expect that one identification scheme will cover them all. Ideally one IoT identification scheme should be used in a specific context. IoT solutions may have to take into account that multiple identifiers, even from different identifier
schemes, could identify the same entity, independently (see Annex II for examples).
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4.5 Identifier Pattern
In general we can differentiate between identification based on (1) inherent patterns of the entity itself
like fingerprints and face recognition and (2) dedicated patterns that are attached to the entity by technical means like printed serial numbers, bar codes, Quick Response (QR) codes, RFID tags and electronic
codes in general. The requirements provided by the survey are related to the latter case.

From Survey:
It is often mentioned that the pattern should be short enough to be used in a constrained environments
(i.e. network capacity, processing power, energy consumption) or with a specific coding technology like
QR codes and RFID. It should be human and machine readable and easy to enter by a human user. Also a
specific pattern format (IEEE 64-bit Extended Unique Identifier (EUI64)) is often requested.
While some ask that the identifier should not carry information about the identified entity, others ask
for a structure or hierarchy that allows categorizing entities, indicating specific types of entities, producer and other information about the entity.

AIOTI WG03 View:
We note that due to practical and technical reasons (e.g. allocation process, resolution and routing approach) identifiers often have a certain hierarchical structure (e.g. MAC address, IP address). Ideally an
identifier should have no significant information about the identified entity. Putting information about
the entity into an identifier makes it inflexible and limits its application to specific scenarios. It should
therefore be avoided in case the identifier will be used in a wider context.
We recognize that the diverse list of requirements show that a one size fits all approach for identifier
pattern will not work. Many identifier schemes, often domain specific, exist and are or will be standardized.

4.6 Traceability, Authenticity & Origin
From Survey:
Traceability is mentioned in relation to the identifier and the identified entity. The latter (i.e. tracing an
entity along its life cycle to provide for example food security and sustainable production) is an identifier
use case and not a specific requirement on the identifier. Especially for privacy reasons traceability
should not be supported if it provides personal information (see privacy category, Section 4.2).
Specifically for the identifier it is requested that it is traceable to the issuer, the correct entity and an
authenticator.

AIOTI WG03 View:
We recognise that tracing the identifier itself to its origin (issuer, identified entity) and proofing its authenticity is relevant for many applications and are important security topics (see section 4.3).

4.7 Scalability
From Survey:
Scalability of identifiers is a general concern. However no specific numbers are provided. In general,
problems like we have with the limited IPv4 address space should be avoided.
Not only the identifier pattern should be scalable but also the identifier lifecycle management and processing has to be future proof.

AIOTI WG03 View:
We are not in the position to provide specific estimates for the numbers of identifiers that are needed in
the future as it strongly depends on the context (use case, identified entity). Beside the context of the
application, the structure of the identifier and topics like re-use contribute to the required pattern
space. Especially for the context of usage it should be taken into account that it might strongly increase
All rights reserved, Alliance for Internet of Things Innovation (AIOTI)
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for future applications. On the other hand the pattern size might be limited due to resource constraints
of devices and networks.

4.8 Interoperability & Standards
From Survey:
Interoperability of identifiers within and across application domains, industries and geographical regions
is of high importance. The various established and emerging identification schemes of the different domains have to be taken into account and supported.
In case multiple identifiers are used for the same entity mapping between these identifiers has to be
supported. Also the mapping between different identifiers of related entities (e.g. thing identifier and
communication identifier of the network interface of that thing) has to be supported (see Annex II for
examples).
Also the use of a common identifier scheme across different domains is asked for. Worldwide standards
are seen as one of the ways to achieve that. One survey responder asks that standards should be preferably royalty free and open. Also open source solutions and community standards (not controlled by a
single governing body) are seen as an approach.

AIOTI WG03 View:
We recognise that IoT solutions have to deal with various identifier schemes for different or even the
same entities. Many standards already exist and have to be considered. We do not assume that one
standard and one scheme will prevail in the future. Handling relations between different identifier
schemes (e.g. mapping, resolution) is expected to be a basic functionality of IoT systems. Methods to
ensure uniqueness and interoperability of identifiers across domains, schemes and name spaces exist.
See Chapter 5 and 8 for more details.

4.9 Persistency & Re-use
From Survey:
A persistent identifier during the lifetime of the entity is asked by many responders. Some ask that the
identifier may change, for example if the owner of the entity changes and that identifiers are revocable
and replaceable.
While many ask that the identifier is not re-used even beyond the lifetime of the entity, others allow the
re-use.

AIOTI WG03 View:
We recognise that persistency and re-use of identifiers are strongly application dependent. We note also
that they impact scalability (see section 4.7). Furthermore some identifier types introduce constrains on
the level of persistency due to their specific usage (e.g. IP addresses).

4.10 Allocation, Registration & Resolution
From Survey:
Allocation of identifiers should be organized in such a way that individual organizations can allocate
their own set of identifiers without conflicting with other organizations (federate approach). The issuing
body shall keep track of identifiers (individual or ranges) allocated to an organization.
It shall be possible to register identifiers in a global database which may store information about the
identified entity and how to access it. Various identifier schemes should be supported.
Information related to the identified entity should be available by using the identifier. This can be directly provided by the entity or via a link to another location. Depending on the application the information
should be available not only online, but also in offline situations.
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AIOTI WG03 View:
We note that various allocation methods from allocation at a central authority to independent local allocation have to be supported depending on the use case. Central, federated or local registration and
resolution is relevant for many use cases and appropriate solutions have to be provided. We note that
usually allocation, registration and resolution are defined as part of the overall identifier scheme and
cannot be selected independently. See also Chapter 6 for more details.

5. Identifier Standards
Identifiers for the different classes and entities listed in Chapter 3 are already in use for a long time. A
lot of identifier related standards therefore already exist and standardization activities are ongoing.
Many of them are applicable for specific domains, set of domains and usage scenarios. Identifier standards are often applicable to more than one of the identifier classes listed.
In this paper we cannot list all of the standards provided by the survey or collected otherwise. A listing
would only be useful if we could provide the technical impact and the relevance and applicability for IoT
solutions for each standard. This is not possible due to the large number of relevant standards, limited
access to some of them and the amount of work that would be required for a detailed analysis. Instead
of a complete listing we therefore provide for each identifier category some standards as examples. This
does not mean the standards selected as examples are preferred and specifically promoted by AIOTI
WG03. They are just examples that were selected due to the expertise of the contributors.
It should be noted that beside identifier standards from standards development organizations and industry associations, governmental bodies have defined identifiers for their applications like social security numbers and number plates for cars. Also companies may have their own definitions for identifiers
like serial numbers for products. They are not covered in this chapter.

5.1 Thing Identifier Standards
Numerous standards are available for identifying things. They are often defined for specific domains or
specific types of entities, but some are used in several domains and for different types and classes of
entities. Some standards provide mechanisms to enable multiple identification schemes to interwork in
the same IoT application. They are indicated as meta-identification schemes in the examples below.

Examples:
Vehicle Identification Number (VIN), ISO 3779 [20], specifies a uniform identification numbering system
for road vehicles.
Freight containers coding, identification and marking is specified in ISO 6346 [21]. It provides an identification system with mandatory marks for visual interpretation and optional features for automatic
identification and electronic data interchange and a coding system for data on container size and type .
Animal identification with radio frequency tags is specified in ISO 11784 [22], independently of the
transmission protocol used between the tag and the reader.
The identification of RFID tags through a numbering system is defined in ISO/IEC 15963 [23]. The Tag ID
(TID) can be used for traceability and quality control of the tag’s integrated circuit. It can also be used
for traceability of the item to which the tag is attached. It is however generally considered a good practice to identify objects independently from the technology.
Legal entities can be identified uniquely at global level with the legal entity identifier (LEI) specified in
ISO 17442 [24]. The standard was developed in the context of the financial services sector. It can however potentially be used for any application needing to refer to legal entities.
Unique identification of product logistic items, products, returnable transport items and groupings
can be achieved with the ISO/IEC 15459 [25] series of standards. The standard makes provision for issuing agencies recognised by a registration authority. These agencies manage the actual identification
schemes that can coexist without conflict in IoT applications. GS1 is an example of an ISO/IEC 15459 [25]
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compliant issuing agency that manages global identification schemes for products (Global Trade Item
Number GTIN), logistic units (Serial Shipping Container Code SSCC), locations and parties (Global Location Number GLN), assets (Global Returnable Asset Identifier GRAI, Global Individual Asset Identifier
GIAI), etc. [meta-identification scheme]
The Digital Object Identifier DOI specified in ISO 26324 [26] is a means of identifying an entity over the
Internet and used primarily for sharing with an interested user community or managing as intellectual
property. The DOI system is designed for interoperability: that is to use, or work with, existing identifier
and metadata schemes. [meta-identification scheme]

5.2 Application & Service Identifier Standards
Application and service identifiers are usually defined in the context of the specific platforms (e.g. service platform, operating system) on which they are provided. This can be based on standards or proprietary. In case the platform is standardized also the application and service identifiers are standardized.

Examples:
OneM2M Application & Service Identifiers: OneM2M TS-0001 [27] defines various identifiers that are
used by OneM2M based IoT solutions. This includes identifiers for applications, application entities and
common service entities.
REST Resource Identifier: Representational State Transfer (REST) is a programming paradigm for distributed systems. It offers services by an electronic device to another electronic device using a uniform and
predefined set of stateless operations. The resources of these services are identified by URIs. The URI
format is defined in IETF RFC 3968 [18].

5.3 Communication Identifier Standards
Communication identifiers are essential for a communication protocol and impact its functionality (e.g.
routing, switching). Usually the identifier scheme cannot be changed without major changes to the protocol itself. Identifiers are therefore defined as part of the specific communication protocol standards.

Examples:
IPv6 Address: IETF RFC 4291 [15] defines the addressing architecture for IPv6. IPv6 addresses are 128-bit
identifiers for interfaces (unicast) and sets of interfaces (anycast and multicast).
MAC Address: IEEE 802 [28] defines the MAC Addresses, a network address for most IEEE 802 network
technologies, like Ethernet and Wireless LAN. They can be 48-bit or 64-bit numbers, but many IEEE 802
standards refer only to a 48-bit MAC address. MAC addresses can be globally or locally administered
addresses. A universal MAC address is globally administered and unique. It is a 48-bit or 64-bit Extended
Unique Identifier (EUI-48/64). EUIs have the first 24/28/36 bits assigned by the IEEE Registration Authority as OUI. The assignment of the number for the remaining bits is within the responsibility of the specific organization that allocated the first 24/28/36 bits. EUIs are also used by other communication protocols like Bluetooth.
Telephone Numbers: ITU-T E.164 [16] defines a numbering plan for the worldwide public telephone
network (i.e. landlines, mobile networks). E.164 numbers can be a maximum of 15 digits. The first 1 to 3
digits are the country code which is assigned by ITU-T.

5.4 User Identifier Standards
User identifier formats are usually defined by the specific system for which user access is needed. They
could be provided by the user (human user) and checked by the system for uniqueness or assigned by
the system. Email addresses are often used as identifiers for human users. Governmental organizations
often have their own specifications for identifiers for humans and organizations.
Note that the document does not discuss identities and identity management.
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Examples:
Email Address: IETF RFC 5322 [29] defines the format of an Internet Email address. It consists of a string
followed by the at-sign character ("@") followed by an Internet domain.
Organization Identifier: ISO/IEC 6523-1 [30] defines a structure for uniquely identifying organizations
and parts thereof. It uses a hierarchical approach starting with an identifier for the registration authority
(max. 4 digits), a organization identifier (max. 35 characters) allocated by the registration authority, an
optional organization part identifier (max. 35 characters) allocated by the organization or a 3rd party
and an optional organization part identifier source indicator (1 digit/capital letter.)

5.5 Data Identifier Standards
Various standards for the identification of data sets, files, streams, metadata, data types and other data
elements exist. Some standardized solutions provide support for multiple identification schemes (see
examples below) in order to cover already existing schemes and enable the definition of domain and
context specific schemes.

Examples:
Metadata Identifier: ISO/IEC 11179-6 [31] describes the procedure by which metadata could be assigned an internationally unique identifier and registered in a metadata registry maintained by one or
more Registration Authorities. It supports multiple identification schemes and ensures the uniqueness
of the identification by defining a namespace for each scheme. It does not mandate specific schemes,
but provides an annex that describes the structure for the identifier if the identification scheme specified by ISO/IEC 6523-1 [30] is used. Such an identifier is hierarchical structured consisting of a registration authority identifier, a data identifier which is unique within the registration authority and a version
identifier for the data item.
Data (Type) Identifier: ISO/IEC 15418 [32] specifies the use of GS1 Application Identifiers and ASC MH10
Data Identifiers for the purpose of identifying encoded data. They are alpha-numeric prefixes used in
data carriers like barcodes and RFID-tags that define the meaning and format of encoded data elements
(e.g. trade item number, serial number, weight, production date).
Uniform Resource Identifier URI: IETF RFC 3968 [18] defines the syntax for URIs. URIs are used to identify resources which are accessible over a network, typically the World Wide Web. Such resources are
often data elements (e.g. documents, programs, data sets) in various formats. URIs support various
identifier schemes by having a scheme identifier at the start of each URI. Examples are the “epc”
scheme for Electronic Product Codes identified by “urn:epc”.
Properties of electric items: ISO 61360-1 [33] is the basis specification for clear and unambiguous definition of characteristic properties of all elements of electrotechnical systems from basic components to
sub-assemblies and full systems. It is the base for the IEC Common Data Dictionary (IEC CDD) [34], a
common repository of concepts for all electrotechnical domains. The identifier of a data element type
shall consist of the combination of the six-character data element type code, followed by a hyphen followed by the three-digit version number of the data element type. In order to make the code globally
unique it is extended with a registration authority identifier ("0112/2///61360_4") according to ISO/IEC
6523-1 [30] and ISO 13584-26 [35].
Database keys: Universally Unique Identifiers (UUIDs) as defined by IETF RFC 4122 [36] are often used as
unique keys in databases. UUIDs are 128 bits long and can be locally generated without the need for a
central authority for administration. Generation can be based on various methods, including (pseudo-)
random generation and algorithmic generation using current time, other local unique identifiers or
names.
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5.6 Location Identifier Standards
Location identification is important in many IoT applications. Location identification standards exist for
the objective naming of a geographical location. This information is often carried in IoT application to
keep track of where an event happened or where things are supposed to be or should go to.

Examples:
The standard representation of geographic point location by coordinates, including latitude and longitude, to be used in data interchange is specified in ISO 6709 [37]. It additionally specifies representation
of horizontal point location using coordinate types other than latitude and longitude. It also specifies the
representation of height and depth that can be associated with horizontal coordinates. Representation
includes units of measure and coordinate order.
The International Air Transport Association's (IATA) Location Identifier, a unique 3-letter code, is used
in aviation to identify locations of airports throughout the world. IATA also provides codes for railway
stations and for airport handling entities. The code is administered by IATA and governed by IATA Resolution 763 [38].
The United Nations Code for Trade and Transport Locations UN/LOCODE [39] is used by most major
shipping companies, by freight forwarders and in the manufacturing industry around the world. It is also
applied by national governments and in trade related activities, such as statistics where it is used by the
European Union, by the Universal Postal Union for certain postal services, etc. Each code element consists of a five characters, where the two first indicate the country (according to ISO 3166-1[40]) and the
three following represent the place name.

5.7 Protocol Identifier Standards
Similar to communication identifiers, protocol identifiers are usually defined as part of the protocol that
uses them.

Examples:
Ethertype: IEEE 802.3 [13] defines the Ethertype as a 2 octet value that indicates the MAC client protocol. Ethertypes are assigned by the IEEE Registration Authority. The Ethertype is transported in the dual
purpose length/type field of the Ethernet Frame. If the value of this field is greater than or equal to 1536
decimal (0600 hexadecimal), then the length/type field indicates the Ethertype.
IPv6 Next Header: IETF RFC 8200 [17] defines the IPv6 packet format. The Next Header field is part of
the packet header and defines the type of header immediately following the IPv6 header. That can be an
extension header or the header of an upper layer protocol like TCP, UDP or ICMP.
CoAP Content Format Identifier: IETF RFC 7252 [41] defines the CoAP protocol. The content format
identifier is an optional part of the protocol that indicates the representation format of the message
payload. It is a numeric identifier in the range 0-65535. It is a short form to indicate internet media types
like “text/plain”, “application/XML” or “charset=utf-8”.

6. Allocation, Registration and Resolution of Identifiers
Allocation, registration and resolution of identifiers are three distinct processes. Allocation is the process that issues identifiers and ensures that they are unique within their scope. Registration is a means
to provide access to public or private information related to the identifier and the related entity. Resolution is a mechanism that provides the means on how to interact with entities or access entity specific
services and information.

6.1 Allocation
By definition and purpose, Identifiers are unique in the domain (local or wider area) where they are first
assigned to entities and used. Uniqueness can be achieved using the following mechanisms:
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1) Extraction: random or next-in-queue extraction of the identifier from a single Registry instance
(global repository) of a pre-defined pool of unique identifiers (can be sequential numbers). Every assignment of an identifier requires look-up to the central Registry.
2) Federated extraction: regional, local, domain or organizational specific registries or individual
companies have pre-defined subsets of the pool of unique identifiers, whereby the subset is
usually identified by a hierarchical structure of the identifier pattern, such as “first 3 digits indicate Registry”. Communication between federated registries is not required. The administration
of the subsets is done by a central authority. Examples are IP addresses, URNs and MAC addresses.
3) Random and algorithm based generation: random or algorithm based selection from a sufficiently large pool of identifiers (e.g. 100 digits) may provide acceptable risk of duplication of an
identifier. If duplication is detected, reconciliation may be applied. Such identifiers can be generated locally without the need for a central authority to administer them. An example is the
UUID.
4) Natural: Biometrics (e.g. fingerprint, retina pattern, DNA trace) and other physical characteristics, when reduced to a concise digital form, can be used as “naturally unique” identifiers.
During the lifetime of identifiers duplication conflicts with identifiers from other domains may occur.
The following methods can be used in order to resolve the conflicts:
1) Reconciliation: Identifiers are assigned uniquely within a given domain of usage, until duplication with an identifier from another domain is encountered, whereupon one or both identifiers
are re-issued to ensure uniqueness.
2) Aliasing: Identifiers are assigned uniquely within a given domain of usage, and ALL usage outside
of that domain is mapped to another externally unique identifier (alias).
3) Wrapping: The identifiers are extended with a pattern that is unique for each domain (see chapter 8 on interoperability for more details). This approach can be used just outside the original
domain of usage (with a mapping at the domain border -> similar to aliasing) or across all domains (similar to reconciliation).

6.2 Registration
Registration is the process of achieving a mechanism to store and retrieve information related to an
identifier and the entity with which an identifier is associated. The process varies depending on the nature of the identifier and of the allocation process. Registration of information about the entity is almost
always required, at the minimum to know which entity is associated to the Identifier.
Registration may be done upon allocation of the identifier by the responsible body, but also registration
with other bodies during various stages of the life cycle of an entity is possible. For example regulated
bodies assign car license plates or telephone numbers and register the data associated with the identifier. In case of federated allocation processes, the final user who has a block of identifiers at his disposal
may register them when he associates identifiers with specific entities. This is for example the case for
MAC addresses where a chip manufacturer keeps track of the MAC addresses all produced Ethernet and
Wireless LAN interface chips. In the case of internet domain names as another example, the final user
can assign individual server names within his domain. For these server names to be resolved by DNS,
they need to be registered with the responsible registry.
Registration of information about the entity, in association with its identifier, when taken to the extreme case provides a “digital twin” of the entity (as discussed in previous sections). Further discussion
is out of scope of this document.

6.3 Resolution
Resolution is the mechanism by which a user/application, based on the entity identifier, gets the information on how to interact with the entity or how to access entity specific services and information. The
specific actions depend on the entity, identifier and use case.
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A first example is the well-known URL; typing a URL in a web browser will automatically direct the user
to the web page identified by the URL thanks to the Domain Name System that resolves the domain
name into an IP address.
A second example is the Object Name Service (ONS) standardised by GS1, which is built on DNS (see
GS1 Object Name Service specification [42]). It provides a way to resolve identifiers by directing the application to an Internet based resource.
A third example is the Handle System (see IETF RFC 3650 [43]); it is a distributed computer system for
assigning persistent identifiers, or handles, to information resources, and for resolving "those handles
into the information necessary to locate, access, and otherwise make use of the resources."

7. Security, Privacy and Personal Data Protection
Trust remains one of the main challenges of any technology, and given (a) the data-centric nature of IoT
products, systems and services, (b) the fact that such data is to a large extent highly sensitive, personal
or otherwise valuable to individuals, companies and organisations, and (c) the fact that digital technologies are nowadays a need to have, and individuals, companies and organisations fully rely – and need to
be able to fully rely – on these, security as well as privacy and data protection are key components to
trustworthiness. They therefore also have to be considered for identifiers. Related requirements are
discussed in Sections 4.2 and 4.3.
Security for identifiers is mainly concerned with the authenticity of the identifier, ensuring that they
identify the correct entity in order to prevent that malicious, untrusted and faked entities get access to
the IoT system. This requires additional measures like authentication which are outside the scope of this
document. Tampering an identifier during its storage, transfer and processing can also strongly impact
the behaviour of a system and result for examples in wrong system behaviour which could lead to
health, environmental or financial impacts. Appropriate measures to prevent such tampering have to be
implemented in such cases. In general, a security threat and risk analyses of the system has to be performed in order to define the technical and organizational measures.
Privacy and Personal Data Protection mainly concerns human related information. Besides human identifiers, this includes identifiers for all entities that can be related to a human like cars, personal devices,
goods and health information. Appropriate measures like encryption and access control have to ensure
that information related to the identifiers and identified entities are only accessible to permitted and
trusted users (humans, applications). Identifiers might be detached from the information or anonymized
for certain processing in order to prevent their relation to a specific entity. Also obfuscation of identifiers like continuously changing the identifier of an entity could be appropriate. The principles of data
parsimony and data avoidance should also apply to the use and processing of identifiers. In addition, to
ensure accountability and thus legal compliance, organisations should be concerned with privacyrelated issues throughout their entire life-cycle, ensuring support during designing, manufacturing, sales
(incl. subsequent resale), use, as well as at the end of the product life-cycle. A privacy threat and impact
analysis of the system along its life-cycle has to be performed in order to define the specific technical
and organizational measures.
There is no data protection without security. This goes for both personal data as well as any nonpersonal data. For instance, personal data protection and privacy is as much about security as it is about
data management. Through IoT products, systems and services, organizations create, collect, process,
derive, archive and (ideally and to the extent permitted) delete large amounts of data. As part of this
data lifecycle, digital data is also transmitted, exchanged and otherwise processed around the world,
any time, (almost) any place. In short: data likes to travel. Therefore, information security nowadays is
not about data ownership but about data control, access, use and digital rights management. With appropriate and dynamic technical and organisational security measures in place it is possible to achieve a
dynamic yet appropriate level of personal data protection. In other words, security is a necessary prerequisite for privacy and (personal) data protection. As a consequence, both security and privacy provide essential building blocks for trustworthiness in digital technologies which includes the identifiers. It
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should be noted that security, privacy and personal data protection have to be considered within the
context and the system an identifier is used. The type of identified entity, its integration and role in the
system, the collected data and their processing contribute to the related requirements.
As technology has accounted for the dynamic developments of markets and society, the rule of law has
had to respond accordingly. This has resulted in a set of dynamic principle-based frameworks like the
GDPR [19] and Directive on Security of Network and Information Systems (NIS Directive) [44] which take
into account the ever-changing nature of the. The European Commission, together with relevant stakeholders including AIOTI and key IoT industrial, demand side and policy players has organised two workshops in 2016 and 2017 (AIOTI Workshop on Security & Privacy in IoT in June 2016 & European Commission’s Workshop on Security in January 2017). They resulted in recommendations, principles and requirements as set forth in the respective reports [45][46] in order to enable and facilitate the increase of
security and privacy, identify minimum baseline principles and requirements for any IoT product, service
or system, and therewith foster trust in human-centric IoT. It should be noted that the workshops and
related reports cover security and privacy for IoT solutions in general. They do not discuss security and
privacy for identifiers specifically. However the general principles also apply to the use of identifiers in
IoT.

8. Interoperability of Identifiers
Interoperability issues for identifiers occur when different identifier schemes have to be supported by
IoT solutions. Basically we can differentiate between 3 cases which can happen also in combination:
(1) Different identifier schemes are used for the same entity (e.g. a device manufacturer and the
device owner use different identifiers for the same device).
(2) Identifiers from different, but related entities have to be related to each other (e.g. in order to
get data from a device the IP address of the sensor attached to the device has to be known).
(3) Applications that go across domains with different identifier schemes for the same entity classes.
For (1) the different identifiers might be (a) actually attached to the identified entity or (b) some of them
might only be part of the virtual representation (e.g. digital twin). In case functions and applications deal
only with one specific identifier we do not have an interoperability problem (e.g. predictive maintenance application uses only the identifier of the manufacturer). However even in that case the different
identifier schemes may come together at some point (e.g. the results of predictive maintenance are
used to update the device status in the asset management). At least a mapping between the different
identifiers has to be performed in that case. The case that functions and applications have to deal with
multiple identifier schemes in general is identical to case (3) and discussed below.
Case (2) requires a resolution mechanism between the different identifiers. The relation between the
identifiers may change dynamically over time. Examples are The Domain Name System (DNS) (see IETF
RFC 1035 [47]) that resolves domain names into IP addresses and the Neighbor Discovery Protocol NDP
(see IETF RFC 4861 [48]) that discovers the link layer address (e.g. Ethernet MAC address) for an IPv6
address. For things the related identifiers like communication addresses and locations could be part of
its virtual representation.
In case (3) a differentiation between the different identifier schemes is needed in order to ensure
uniqueness and correct interpretation and processing of the identifiers. This might be the unique context in which the identifier is used and processed or a dedicated identification of the identifier scheme is
needed. ISO/IEC 29161 [49] for example introduces an unambiguous wrapper based on URNs for the
differentiation. The wrapper allows to identify identifier schemes based on various standards for which
URN namespaces are defined (e.g. urn:epc, urn:oid, urn:isbn, urn:uuid). Also proprietary identifier
scheme could be covered by registering an urn namespace with IANA (see IETF RFC 8141 [50]) or a sub
namespace with a registration entity that offers such a service.
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9. Conclusion
Identifiers play an important role in IoT. They are used to identify various types of entities for many purposes and within different context. This leads to a wide variety of, sometimes even contradicting, requirements. Special operating constraints for many IoT applications (e.g. constrained devices and networks, entities without processing capabilities) further contribute to that. With the classification of identifiers and the categorization of requirements we provide a structure that may help system architects
and developers to identify the type of identifiers and related requirements that they need for their solution and guide them in selecting the specific identifier schemes.
In general, no single identification scheme fits all needs. Furthermore, various identifiers schemes are
already in use and standardized for years. They are often application or domain specific, but also generic
identifier schemes that cover a wide application area exist. These existing schemes will be used in IoT,
and new schemes might be added. We therefore cannot recommend specific schemes and only provided some examples except for the case that the identifier scheme is directly bound to a specific technology like IP and MAC addresses. IoT applications have to deal with the variety of identification schemes
and as long as they are used in their defined context this should not be a problem. Mapping and resolution between different schemes is already a standard feature of today’s solutions. Still, system architects
should have in mind that IoT systems might be used in a wider context and have to interact with other
IoT systems in the future. For identifiers that will be impacted by that, an identification scheme that can
already handle such situations or can be easily extended should be considered.
Security and privacy are important for identifiers. The specific requirements strongly depend on the use
case and identified entity. As part of a security and privacy threat and risk analysis, also the specific requirements related to the identifiers have to be identified and relevant legal and regulatory frameworks
have to be taken into account in order to ensure state of the art security and privacy.
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Annex I IoT Identifiers Survey
The Survey was launched between 14 March and 19 April 2017. The structure and questions asked are
given in the following.
1. Source
Organisation / Company name (optional)
Organisation / Company web site(s) (optional)
I want my organization/company listed as contributor to the survey
Email address (optional)
First name / last name (optional)
I want my name listed as contributor to the survey in the AIOTI IoT Identifier report
Country (optional)
2.

Application context
Provide a brief description of the context. Examples: 1) identify live animals in a farming
IoT application; 2) identify equipment on a production line; 3) identify web service in
healthcare (required)

3. Identifier
What is the purpose of the identifier? (required)
How would you classify this identifier? (required)
‒ Thing ID (identification of the thing that is in the interest of the specific use
case/application)
‒ Communication ID (identification of communication source/destination addresses in a communication network, e.g. IP address, MAC address)
‒ Application ID (identification of application, e.g. software program)
‒ Protocol ID (identification of protocols at the various levels of the OSI stack e.g.
IP, http, CoAP)
‒ Other
4. Requirements
List at least 1 and up to 5 requirements that the identifier needs to fulfil like uniqueness,
scalability, privacy, size, accessibility. Please provide background information on the requirements like use cases, specific scenarios, usage in more than one application domain
(cross-domain use).
Example 1: Uniqueness: the identifier should be unique globally. It will be used in the IoT
application and beyond to uniquely refer to the item
Example 2: Persistence: the identifier must never be reused. It is the main access key to
data related to the item
‒ Requirement 1
‒ Requirement 2
‒ Requirement 3
‒ Additional requirements
5. Relevant standards
List at least 1 and up to 5 standards that might fulfil the identification needs and requirements with a description, standardization body, technical committee, working
group, contact point. Indicate status of the standard (published, under development, in
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revision, work item proposal). Please also indicate a web page to access the standard or
information about the standard.
Example: ISO/IEC 15459-4:2014 - Unique identification of products and products packages, developed by JTC 1/SC 31. Web page: http://www.iso.org/15459-4
‒ Standard 1
‒ Standard 2
‒ Standard 3
‒ Additional reference standards
6. Standardisation gaps
Are you aware of gaps related to standards for IoT identifiers? Please describe up to 5
gaps below.
‒ Gap 1
‒ Gap 2
‒ Gap 3
‒ Additional gaps
7. Additional comments
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Annex II Multiple Identifiers Examples
In IoT systems multiple identifiers are used. They identify different or the same entity and belong to
multiple classes. Two examples are provided below, one in the context of a specific device (smart
phone) and the other for a specific application (fitness tracking).

Annex II.1

Smart phone

In the context of a smart phone multiple identifiers are used which are directly or indirectly related to
the smart phone, user, subscriber and other purposes. Below is a list of these identifiers. Note that the
list is not necessarily complete and that not all listed identifiers are relevant for a specific IoT application.
-

-

-

Device Identifier (Device ID) or serial number is a unique identifier for the smart phone and assigned by the vendor of the system software. It is for example used for the device identification
in USB communication.
Ø The Device ID is a thing identifier.
International Mobile Equipment Identity (IMEI) is a unique identifier for mobile phones (3GPP
based networks). It is used by the mobile network to identify the specific smart phone and can
for example be used to identify stolen devices. It has no relation to the subscriber. It consists of
15 digits starting with an 8 digit Type Allocation Code (TAC) which identifies the mobile phone
type followed by the 6 digit serial number and an optional 1 digit checksum. The TAC is assigned
by organizations that are approved by the GSM Association and the first 2 digits of the TAC indicate the organization.
Ø The IMEI is a thing identifier.
International Mobile Subscriber Identity (IMSI) identifies the subscriber on the mobile network.
The IMSI is stored on the SIM card. It is usually a 15 digit number with 3 digits for the Mobile
Country Code (MCC) and 2 or 3 digits for the Mobile Network Code (MNC). The reminder is the
Mobile Subscription Identification Number (MSIN). The MCC is assigned by ITU and the MNC by
country specific authorities (e.g. regulator).
Ø The IMSI is a user identifier.

-

Mobile Station ISDN Number (MSISDN) is the phone number of the subscriber which has to be
dialled in order to call it. A subscriber can have multiple MSISDN but only on IMSI.
Ø The MSISDN is a communication identifier.

-

Integrated Circuit Card Identifier (ICCID) is the identifier of the SIM card itself.
Ø The ICCID is a thing identifier.
Hostname of the smart phone for the internet connection via the wireless LAN interface.

-

Ø Hostname is a communication identifier.
IP addresses for network connections when the smart phone is connected to the internet.

-

Ø The IP address is a communication identifier.
MAC address of the wireless LAN interface.

-

Ø The MAC address is a communication identifier.
Bluetooth device address of the Bluetooth interface.

-

Ø The Bluetooth device address is a communication identifier.
Near Field Communication (NFC) identifier of the NFC interface.
Ø The NFC identifier is a communication identifier.
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-

-

-

-

Android ID (aka SSAID for Settings.Secure#ANDROID_ID) is generated on first setup of a smart
phone (also after factory reset) and identifies the user account. In case of multiple user accounts
on a device each account has its unique Android ID.
Ø The Android ID is a user identifier.
Google Services Framework (GSF) Android ID is generated during the initialization of the GSF
and is used as identifier for all Google services.
Ø The GSF Android ID is a service identifier.
Usernames for specific applications (e.g. Google applications, email, messenger)
Ø User names are user identifiers.
iOS Application ID and Android Application Package ID are identifiers for smart phone applications.
Ø iOS Application ID and the Android Application Package ID are application identifiers
Vendor specific identifier for advertising purposes like Android Advertising ID, Apple Identifier
for Advertising, Windows Advertising ID.
Ø Advertising identifiers are application specific identifiers.

Annex II.2

Fitness tracking

In this example the person Paul uses a smart watch for fitness tracking as shown in Figure 2. It is a simplified representation with only the major interactions and related identifiers. Some of the specific identifier schemes shown in the figure are only examples.
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Figure 2 – Identifiers in a fitness tracking use case
(1) The smart watch collects fitness related sensor data (e.g. heart rate, steps).
Ø Thing Identifier of smart watch
Ø Data Identifier for sensor data
(2) The smart watch sends the data to Paul’s smart phone via Bluetooth.
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Ø Communication identifiers of smart watch and smart phone Bluetooth interfaces
(3) A fitness app is running on the smart phone which collects the data from the smart watch and
adds location and user information.
Ø Service & Application identifier of fitness application
Ø Location identifier from GPS data
Ø User identifier of Paul
(4) The fitness application sends the data to the fitness service in the cloud.
Ø Service & Application identifier of fitness service
Ø Communication identifiers of smart phone and fitness service IP interfaces (web address, IP address)
(5) The fitness application stores and analyzes the data and generates the visualization for the web
portal.
Ø Data identifier of user specific data set
(6) Paul accesses the visualization of his data via the web portal of the fitness service from any internet connect device.
Ø Service & Application identifier of fitness service web portal
Ø Communication identifier of internet device and fitness service web portal IP interfaces
(web address, IP address)
Ø User identifier of Paul
The common user identifier, used in step (3) and (6), establishes the relation between the data collection on the smart watch and smart phone and the data visualization on the web portal.
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Annex IV List of Abbreviations
AIOTI
BEREC

Alliance for Internet of Things Innovation
Body of European Regulators for
Electronic Communications

CDD
CoAP
DNS

Common Data Dictionary
Constrained Application Protocol
Domain Name System

DOI
EPC

Digital Object Identifier
Electronic Product Code

EUI
EUI48

Extended Unique Identifier
48-bit Extended Unique Identifier

EUI64
ftp

64-bit Extended Unique Identifier
File Transfer Protocol

GDPR
GIAI

General Data Protection Regulation
Global Individual Asset Identifier

GLN
GPS
GRAI

Global Location Number
Global Positioning Service
Global Returnable Asset Identifier

GTIN
HTTP

Global Trade Item Number
Hypertext Transfer Protocol

HVAC

Heating, Ventilation, and Air Conditioning
Internet Assigned Numbers Authority

IANA
IATA
ICCID
ICMP

International Air Transport Association
Integrated Circuit Card Identifier
Internet Control Message Protocol

ID
IEC

Identifier
International Electrotechnical Commission

IEEE

Institute of Electrical and Electronics
Engineers
Internet Engineering Task Force

IETF
IMEI

IoT

International Mobile Equipment
Identity
International Mobile Subscriber
Identity
Internet of Things

IP
IPv4

Internet Protocol
Internet Protocol Version 4

IMSI

IPv6
isbn

Internet Protocol Version 6
International Standards Book Number

ISDN
ISO

Integrated Services Digital Network
International Organization for Standardization

ISP
ITU
ITU-T

Internet Service Provider
International Telecommunication Union
International Telecommunication Union
Telecommunication Standardization
Sector

LAN
Local Area Network
LPWAN Low Power Wide Area Network
MAC
MCC

Media Access Control
Mobile Country Code

MNC
MSIN

Mobile Network Code
Mobile Subscription Identification
Number
MSISDN Mobile Station ISDN Number
NAT
NDP

Network Address Translation
Neighbour Discovery Protocol

NFC
NIS

Near Field Communication
Network and Information Security

nntp
OUI

Network News Transfer Protocol
Organizationally Unique Identifier

QR
REST
RFC

Quick Response
Representational State Transfer
Request for comments

RFID
RIR

Radio Frequency Identification
Regional Internet Registries

SIM
SSCC

Subscriber Identity Module
Serial Shipping Container Code

TAC
TCP

Type Allocation Code
Transport Control Protocol

TID
TS

Tag Identifier
Technical Specification

UDP
URI
URN

User Datagram Protocol
Uniform Resource Identifier
Uniform Resource Name

utf
UUID

Unicode Transformation Format
Universal Unique IDentifier
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WG

Working Group

XML

eXtensible Markup Language
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professional advice. The content or parts thereof may not be complete, accurate or up to date. Notwithstanding anything contained in this document, AIOTI disclaims responsibility (including where AIOTI or
any of its officers, members or contractors have been negligent) for any direct or indirect loss, damage,
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